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Reminder : What is at stake in policy evaluation?

Adapted from the evaluation theory tree (Alkin & Christie, 2012; see also Lemire & al., 2020)

Accountability and control/ social 
accountability

Social inquiry

USE

METHODS

VALUING



Why evaluation use matters

“Unlike the basic researcher, the applied researcher 
must be constantly aware of the potential utility of 
his findings. Only rarely can he take consolation in 
the fact that 'the operation was a success but the 
patient died‘(Suchman, 1967, p.21).



Brainstorming: how would you define useful 
evaluation?

Work in pairs and identify :

 Possible criteria/definitions of useful evaluation

 Possible obstacles to evaluation use



What is useful evaluation?

Evaluation may be considered useful if:
- It determins if the intervention worked;
- It determins how the intervention worked, with what 

effect for whom in what context;
- It helps improve future program planning;
- It helps identify the most cost-efficient intervention in 

view of a given goal;
- It made program operators more reflexive;
- It favored stakeholders’ participation;
- It reinforced the organization’s evaluation capacity
- It contributed to the public good…



Related questions

• How to conceptualize evaluation use?
• How is evaluation actually used?
• What responsibility and possible control does the 

evaluator have over evaluation use?
• How can we promote a better use of evaluations?



Mapping evaluation use

• Use of the results vs use of the evaluation process 
(increased reflexivity, collective learning…) 

• Types of use:
• Instrumental use: direct application of knowledge coming

from the evaluation to program reform
• Conceptual or enlightenment use: the evaluation introduces

a new understanding, new ways of thinking about the 
program

• Symbolic use: the evaluation results are used by policymakers
to legitimate a previously made decision, or the evaluation
process is used to showcase the openness of the program to 
evaluation and increase its legitimacy

(Alkin and Taut, 2003)



Mapping evaluation use

From evaluation use to evaluation influence
• Intended or unintended influence
• Timeframe: immediate/ end of cycle/ long-term

(Kirkhardt, 2000)
• Levels of influence: individual/ interpersonal/ 

collective 
• Mechanisms of influence: attitude change, 

salience, elaboration, priming, skill acquisition, 
behavior change

(Henry and Mark, 2003)



Mapping evaluation use

Use by whom? 
- Discussions of use often focus on policymakers
- Vs evaluation has other publics, notably citizens in 

general (see Mathison, 2017: « evaluation for the 
public good)



Mapping evaluation use

Beyond analysing the uses or influence of a single 
evaluation study, question of the broader role of 
evaluation as a collective practice
• In the diffusion of evidence-based practice
• In improving the reflexivity of public actors
• In improving the quality of democracy through 

transparency, public accountability,and improving 
the knowledge, critical capacity and reflexivity of 
citizens



What responsibility and possible control does
the evaluator have over evaluation use?

Work on the 1988 Weiss/Patton debate (see text
excerpts):
- What obstacles to evaluation use does Carol Weiss 

identify ?
- How does Michael Patton frame evaluation use as a 

responsibility of the evaluator?



What responsibility and possible control does the 
evaluator have over the use of the evaluation?

• Carol Weiss (1988): 
• Not much («If Program Decisions Hinged Only on 

Information…”)
• A pessimistic perspective on actual impact

• Michael Patton (2018 [1998]):
• A more optimistic perspective on the actual impact
• It is the evaluator’s responsibility to ensure that the 

evaluation is framed in order to favor its use. A matter of 
applying the principles of evaluation to the practice of 
evaluation itself: being accountable  “Utilization-Focused
Evaluation »



Utilization-focused evaluation

• An evaluation focused on its « intended use by intended users » 
(Patton, 1988, p.14) : 

• Stakeholder participation is key
• A result oriented perspective: « we negotiate up front with intended

users what an evaluation ought to achieve to make its benefits worth
its costs » (Patton, 1988, p.14) 

• How?
• Overcoming fears: discussing up front what fears stakeholders have regarding

evaluation, and taking control of the image of evaluation
• Asking the right questions: for example, what would it mean for the evaluation

to be useful in this context?
• Situational responsiveness: « learning how to recognize variations in situations 

and people so that you can gear your process to them » (ibid., p.18)
• Taking time to reflect and evaluate the evaluation process, notably in terms of 

its utilization

• Increases chances of evaluation use, but also risk of evaluation
instrumentalization by policymakers/lack of independence
(Spenlehauer, 2016; Picciotto, 2018)



Compiling the evidence: evidence repositories 
and systematic reviews

Promotion of evidence-
based practice and policy 
(policies should be 
grounded on evidence 
rather than opinions)

Policymaking Research 

Questions 
regarding 
Generalizatio
n/external 
validity

Creation of evidence 
repositories

Development of the practice 
of systematic reviews

Acceleration 
of the 
number of 
publications



Evidence repositories

• Compile, assess the quality and make available the 
results of evaluations of various programs on a 
selected topic

• Promote the synthesis of existing evidence through 
systematic reviews

• Promote the integration of these results into 
policymaking



Evidence repositories

Government-funded Clearinghouses established in 
the US since the early 2000s: ex:

• What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) in education
• Clearinghouse for Labor Evaluation and Research

(CLEAR)
• Pathways to Work Evidence Clearinghouse
• Childcare & Early Education Research Connections

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/FWW/Index
https://clear.dol.gov/
https://pathwaystowork.acf.hhs.gov/
https://www.researchconnections.org/childcare/welcome


Evidence repositories

What works centres in the UK : created in 2013 to 
provide findings to inform evidence-based policy

• 9 centres; Main areas: Health and social care, 
Educational achievement, Crime reduction, Early 
intervention, Local economic growth, Improved 
quality of life for older people, Wellbeing, 
Homelessness, Children’s social care, Youth 
offending, Youth employment, Higher Education

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/what-works-network


Evidence repositories

Campbell collaboration
• Created in 1999, in parallel to Cochrane 

collaboration created in 1994 to inform evidence-
based medecine. 

• Specializes in the production and use of systematic 
reviews and other evidence synthesis 

• Topics/coordinating groups: Business & 
Management, Climate Solutions, Crime & Justice, 
Disability, Education, International Development, 
Knowledge Translation & Implementation, 
Methods, Social Welfare

https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/business-and-management.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/climate-solutions.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/crime-and-justice.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/disability.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/education.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/international-development.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/knowledge-translation-and-implementation.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/methods.html
https://www.campbellcollaboration.org/contact/coordinating-groups/social-welfare.html


Systematic reviews

“Literature review consists of synthesizing, summarizing, combining, analyzing, 
commenting, and criticizing studies on a given topic”. (Hong & Pluye, 2018)

Systematic reviews = a systematic way to do perform a lit review in order to limit 
biases:
1. “Specific/focused review question(s);
2. Pre-established precise eligibility criteria;
3. Exhaustive literature search using several sources of information;
4. Comprehensive and detailed search strategy designed with specialized 
librarians;
5. Reliable or dependable (performed by at least two researchers) selection of
relevant studies, data extraction, and critical appraisal; and
6. Rigorous synthesis using specific qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods”.
(Hong & Pluye, 2018)
Illustration : see PRISMA protocol

http://www.prisma-statement.org/Default.aspx


Systematic reviews

- A practice that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s in 
education and health care

- Reinforced by the development of the evidence-based 
movement as of the 1990s (evidence-based medicine 
evidence-based policy and practice)

- Initially focused on synthesis of results of RCTs. As of end of 
1980s, introduction of qualitative methods and connected 
review formats (interpretive synthesis, meta-ethnography, 
meta-synthesis)

(Hong & Pluye, 2018)



Systematic reviews

- More recent trends: stakeholder involvement; new review 
formats for synthetizing qualitative and quantitative 
evidence (ex. meta-narrative synthesis, realist synthesis)

- Development favored by technological innovations 
(computerization of bibliographic indexes, reference 
management softwares, text-mining)

(Hong & Pluye, 2018)
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